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Ikea desk organizer

1/15 the_burtons/Getty ImagesA well-used desk can quickly become a chaotic mess of paper, craft supplies and writing tools. All that clutter can be distracting, and you'll waste time searching through piles looking for what you need. But streamlining your space to be more productive doesn't have to be a challenge. Start by parsing down
to just what you need as you work, and find a better home for everything else. Next, give each item that has earned its location a clearly marked repository. It won't ask where to return them to as soon as you're done with them. Read on for 14 more in-depth organization ideas for desks used for homework, schoolwork, life management,
and more. Mix and match to find the ones that help keep your personal workspace clean and cluttered. 2/15 Family HandymanCreate convenient, front-and-center storage for your most used items. You should be able to reach for standards like pens, paper clips, tape, scissors and paper without interrupting the flow of work or learning.
Grab what you need, use it, then return it to the right place just as easily. If your desktop doesn't have a box or doesn't have enough of them, you can add one. In addition, a double-duty monitor riser will not only lift your screen to a more comfortable eye level but offer plenty of storage in a compact footprint. You can also build yourself a
desk table. And remember that containers sitting outside can be quite and quite functional, like this desktop organizer. 4/15 via amazon.comMaking use of space around the desktop is especially good if desktop space is limited. Take to the walls with an organizer that's just your style, whether it's a small storage center, an organizational
pegboard, or wall pockets made for paper and files. You keep what you need within range and your desktop remains clutter-free in the process. 5/15 via amazon.comSometimes it's nice to have a change of scenery. Other times it is a necessity, for reasons of integrity. Creating an organized on-the-go option gives you the freedom to move
around, whether from room to room or even outside. Young kids can take everything they need in a colorful caddy with lots of compartments. Older kids can stash supplies inside a portable laptop desk. And adults can use office-in-a-bag tote to keep everything together when working between locations. And if you regularly take meetings
in the car — perhaps to ensure there are no interruptions? — consider a practical mobile imageic with a slot for movie apps. 6/15 via amazon.comReserve sticky notes and scratch paper for doodling or practicing mathematical problems. All that extra paper can make any of the desks. Using a cheap paperless notepad is a good option.
And since it's battery-powered, you have a smaller to manage. Boogie Boards links to their mobile app too, too, you to capture the screen for helpful saves, edits and shares. 8/15 via homedepot.comTask lighting is the key to a comfortable work environment, but that doesn't mean you have to sacrifice workspace. Wall mount lamp and
stylish clamp-on lamps do the trick while the desk is ready. Another way: A multifunction task lamp that serves its place. Wanjiaone LED Desk Lamp has storage space, a clock/calendar and a USB charging port, so you won't need another clutter-causing cable on your desktop. Everything is in a footprint that is less than five square
inches. 9/15 fotostok_pdv/Getty Images Instead of holding that pack of highlighters, six rolls of tape and three paper rolls in your desk, dedicate a bin or disc shelf elsewhere for supplies. Keep it stock to avoid a last minute dash to the store (or long wait times to get it by mail). 12/ 15 via amazon.comA recurs avalanche of paper is not just
an eyesore; it increases the chances of lost documents and missed deadlines. Prevent it with two important necessities: A clear place to house incoming and in-play paper – this under-desk paper tray considers other family members, too – plus an archiving system that works for you. A well labeled expandable file really does the trick, but
a tickler file system takes it a step further. Tabs marked January through December with numbered days of each month allow you to file things off for the future, whether it's tomorrow, next week, or months from now. Just be sure to check it out daily. 13/15 via amazon.comDoes your desktop tend to be exceeded with all the pieces to a
project you're supposed to come back to? Consider creating a project bin that contains all the tools and materials from intermediate projects, so that you can clean it up and temporarily put it away. When you're ready to dig back in, whether it's the next morning or next week, all you need is there and ready. 14/15 via amazon.com Charging
Cables is a constant source of irritation, whether they have cluttered the desk, turned into a messy mess or sunk to the floor after unplugging. Solve all three problems with a simple, inexpensive cable management system. Whether clip-in or rack style, it keeps them all safe and tucked away, yet ready. 15/15 Westend61/Getty
ImagesTidying up at the end of a busy work or school day is key to maintaining desk organization. Build an extra moment into the schedule to put things back where they belong. Make it a habit. It ensures every day starts on a clutter-free note. Originally published as September 23, 2020 Know what sounds like the perfect Friday night for
me? A little vino, maybe some soft music, and every episode of KHLO-C-D on YouTube. If you're a good-looking freak like me, this is clean. KHLO-C-D is good for organization inspiration; but if you want to stock up on Khloe Kardashian-level tools on a not-so-Kardashian budget, you're being to love these organization tools you can buy at
IKEA for under $ 30.I learned after a trip to IKEA that you do not just visit IKEA, briefly read the aisles, and find exactly what they are looking for. Your options are either to pack food, water and clean underwear and spend the whole week there, or do your shopping online. I'll go with the latter of the two. Spend five minutes on their website
and you'll see this is one of the go-to places for people who love to have everything organized. There is a place for everything, and everything belongs in its place. Buying all the essentials to keep your home neat and tidy can get some pricy; but trust IKEA has sweet purchases for every budget. These items are less than $30 each and
help you channel your inner Khloe Kardashian.Gunnern Lockable Mirror Cabinet, $30, IKEACan you think of a better place to put your tampons and Nair? Me, too. As an added bonus, you can lock it in when you have houseguests so no one goes snooping through your stuff.26-Piece Storage Board SetLoad 6-Piece Storage Board Set,
$20, IKEAI don't care that this was possibly intended for kids. I need separate compartments for all my things, and I want them hanging from the wall... Sealing Clips, $3, PreserveWhat's Your Biggest Complaint in Life? Easy. You never have enough rocks. Take a set of 30 in assorted sizes and colors, and life is immediately better.
Hanging Dryer With 16 Clothes Clips, $5, SqueezeSmaller, More Compact, and More Affordable Than A Drying Rack, these hanging clips are just what you need to let your clothes air dry! Now I can stop draping mine over the railing. Hanging Shoe Organizer, $5, SkubbÄdre you can use these trays for anything, they are usually used to
hold shoes. I have one of these hanging at the back of the closet door, and let me say: even when the world is in chaos, I know my shoes are organized, and I feel a little better. Hangers, $10, Fancy Don don't they look like cute little trees? This is not only interior design, but — it's a fully functional clothing rack. Bed pocket, $5,
KnitwearThis is similar to the hanging organizer mentioned earlier, except that it is made specifically for your bed. Now you won't fall asleep face down in your book and wake up in a puddle of your own drool—just slip it in his little pocket. IKEA Hackers + Design Sponge If you think you don't have room for an island, spice rack, or extra
chairs, you're wrong. 1 in 15 Use bed slats as wall hangers. This $10 hack turns IKEA bed slats, which are usually hidden under a mattress, into vertical storage. Hooks create lots of space for cooking utensils and even a recipe clip. See more at Ich Designer » What You Need: S Hooks, $9 for a 12 Pack, amazon.com 2 of 15 Install a
Charging Station. To keep your hands, and the countertop, clutter-free while you food, mount a bar near an outlet along with a one to keep your stuff. See more on Hometalk » What you need: rail, $9, ikea.com 3 of 15 Add extra boxes. Sometimes shelves just don't cut it. Sure, they're great for storing tall appliances, but when it comes to
clunky canned food, it's so much easier to pull your storage out. These IKEA-hacked boxes allow you to customize your pantry as you see fit. See more at IKEA Hackers » What you need: boxes, $70 for 2, ikea.com 4 out of 15 Wrangle under disk space. While these jars were originally created to hold spatulas and serving spoons, they
work just as well for your not-so-sweet under-the-sink tool, like dish scrubbing brushes. Use adhesive tabs to hang them on the inside of your cabinet so they are easy to reach. See more at Tatertots &amp; Jello » What you need: tool holders, $2, ikea.com 5 out of 15 Store extra pantry items. The RASKOG trolley is practical in almost
every room — and the kitchen is a convenient place to store overflowing pantry, such as popcorn kernels and soft drinks. Waiting company? Roll it out of the room and hide with ease. See more at IKEA » What you need: the tool cart, $25, ikea.com 6 out of 15 Make a bonus island. 7 out of 15 Treat cookbooks like art. Floating picture
frame rails are strong enough to show your favorite cookbooks on kitchen walls. We believe that the beautiful covers make an extremely delicious statement. See more at Apartment Therapy » What you need: picture ledge, $10, ikea.com 9 of 15 Hang herbs. This IKEA wine bottle holder can store much more than your favorite red and
white: Squeeze pint glasses with your favorite herbs into the trays to make a DIY hanging garden. See more at Curbly » What you need: wine racks, $10, ikea.com 10 out of 15 expand the length of your island. Sometimes you need extra counter space (like on Thanksgiving or when making homemade pizza!). Here, IKEA's BEKVAM Cart
got a makeover so it can roll it around as needed — plus, it stores bowls and towels when not in use. See more on Oliver and Rust » What you need: cart, $60, ikea.com 11 of 15 Organize your drinking glasses. If you like your glasses as close as possible to your kitchen water source, use an IKEA spice rack to hang them on the cabinet
closest to your sink. Your thirst will thank you. See more at The Painted House » What you need: spice racks, $4, ikea.com 12 of 15 Enjoy rolling around. Here gets a white IKEA bookcase wheel and a brand new worktop, all of which fit snuggly under a wooden L-shaped table. Need more seats? Push out the shelf and add some stools in
the back. See more at IKEA Hackers » What you need: shelf unit, $35, ikea.com 13 out of 15 Corral all your spices. For kitchens that are exuberant with flavor (read: lots of spices) you need places to keep your peppers, garlic salt, and 500 other delicious toppings. Here, 68 of IKEA's RAJTAN cans fit into four RIBBA frame sets with more
on DuhBe » What you need: cans, $3 for 4, ikea.com 14 out of 15 Help storage blends in. If your kitchen has lots of rustic charm, an IKEA staple with a blonde finish will stand out like a sore thumb. But a little DIY and a butcher's block top make it fit into the room and help it serve as a bonus counter space. See more at The Kitchn » What
you need: cart, $60, ikea.com 15 of 15 Best Ikea Hacks of All Time Not Enough Space? There is an IKEA solution for that. To.
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